
This SRS club meeting was canceled due to adjacent MLK Day holiday.  
Use your browser's back 
button to return to the "minutes" file folder.  Sorry for the 
inconvenience. 
 
SDK 
 
 

EMAIL TRAIL BELOW FOR THOSE INTERESTED 
 
Not yet, Steve. 
 
I have to talk to the parties face-to-face and I’m usually not here when they are.  Not forgotten. 
 
 
-dm 
 
David Marshall 

Electronics Instructor 

Renton Technical College 

dmarshall@rtc.edu 
 
 
 
From: Kaehler, Steven D [mailto:steven.d.kaehler@boeing.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2010 7:35 AM 
To: Marshall, David 
Subject: RE: will be closed this Saturday 
 
Dave, 
  
Any news? 
  
Steve 
 

 
From: Marshall, David [mailto:dmarshall@rtc.edu]  
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 2:25 PM 
To: Kaehler, Steven D 
Subject: RE: will be closed this Saturday 

Steve, 
  
I agree with your thoughts... also I will check with the keepers of the kingdom. 
  
  
-dm 
  
David Marshall 
Electronics Instructor 
Renton Technical College 
dmarshall@rtc.edu 

mailto:dmarshall@rtc.edu
mailto:dmarshall@rtc.edu


 
 

From: Kaehler, Steven D [mailto:steven.d.kaehler@boeing.com] 
Sent: Tue 19-Jan-10 8:02 AM 
To: Marshall, David 
Subject: RE: will be closed this Saturday 

Dave, 
  
Yeh!  The meeting was small & quick for sure.  What we figured was that our being there might 
have been a liability to the college, but then we couldn't figure out why everything was open & 
accessible.  If RTC Sec. didn't want us there, they didn't do a great job of stopping it.  That's why 
we figured that they saw that we were scheduled to use the room & made it available to us.  
That's funny about your class schedule beginning on a holiday.   
  
There are problems with moving the date.  It's been on the third Saturday for a really long time & 
people expect this.  If we move to fourth Saturdays, we have Memorial Day in May.  If we move 
to first Saturdays, we have Labor Day in September.  No matter what weekend, there will be 
holiday closures at some time.  I think the best option is to address this directly with RTC Security 
as you suggest. 
  
Let me know what happens, 
  
Thanks, 
  
Steve 
 

 
From: Marshall, David [mailto:dmarshall@rtc.edu]  
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 12:54 AM 
To: Kaehler, Steven D 
Subject: RE: will be closed this Saturday 

Whoa! The room was open?! 
  
So, did you have your meeting?  Must have been short "around-the-room" intros. 
  
Something isn't consistent.  I was scheduled for class beginning on, guess when, 1/16!  You 
know, the day the campus was closed. 
  
In the way past I don’t remember the campus being closed on Saturday before a Monday 
holiday.  In fact, I used to come in at odd times and days until one 3-day holiday.  Security found 
me and asked me to leave.  Nowadays it would be the Renton Police!  
  
Michelle who is in charge of all campus security, and easy to work with, sent an email out last 
Wednesday regarding the closure.  That was followed by one from my dean. 
  
I know what you mean, we’re good, we don’t hurt anything. In fact I think having the meetings at 
RTC is good PR for the school.  I’ll see what I can do. 
  
I’ll check on closures for 2nd, 3rd and 4th Saturdays.  We may want to move the meeting day 
annually.  Better than closures. 



  
Again, sorry for the trouble. 
  
  
-dm 
  
David Marshall 
Electronics Instructor 
Renton Technical College 
dmarshall@rtc.edu 
 

 
From: Kaehler, Steven D [mailto:steven.d.kaehler@boeing.com] 
Sent: Mon 18-Jan-10 7:34 AM 
To: Marshall, David 
Subject: RE: will be closed this Saturday 

Dave, 
 
I understand that the normal college operations are suspended over these weekends, but 
we don't need much & RTC Security is probably around all the time anyway, correct?  
Seems like we haven't had problems meeting in Jan or Feb in the past, yet MLK Day & 
Presidents Day have actually landed on the Monday following the third weekend often 
(most of the time over the last five years).  In fact, most of the time, both holidays follow 
our weekend, yet we've not canceled meetings before. 
 
Since the notice went out so late, I decided to go up to the campus & just meet those who 
I knew would miss the message & website info.  Sure enough a dozen or so folks showed 
up.  This didn't surprise me as much as where they were gathering: in K201/202!  
Skybridge open, room door unlocked, lights were on, tables & chairs set up, heat on, 
everything ready for our meeting as usual.  RTC Security apparently thought all was as 
usual in spite of the campus being "closed". 
 
So now I'm wondering if this isn't something we simply need to arrange with RTC 
Security?  As long as we're on the schedule & they are okay with our being there, can we 
have our meetings?  It's very difficult (maybe impossible) to get the word out to everyone 
that a meeting is canceled for this sort of reason & I hate to do this anyway because we've 
rarely done so except for extraordinary weather conditions (like  December '09).  I 
understand doing it for weather reasons (safety) & I think people are more likely to check 
the website if outside conditions look bad. 
 
All we need to know are the rules & guidelines.  I haven't received any complaints from 
anyone at the college so I think we've been doing fine. 
 
Thoughts? 
 
Steve 
 

mailto:dmarshall@rtc.edu


-----Original Message----- 
From: Marshall, David [mailto:dmarshall@rtc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2010 4:27 PM 
To: Steven Kaehler; Kaehler, Steven D 
Subject: RE: will be closed this Saturday 
 
I'll put up a sign. 
 
I'm very sorry about this. 
 
It was probably known, by someone, that the school would be closed this Saturday.  
Here's is how the scheduling works.  I verify room availability with the person who is 
actually responsible for the rooms.  Then either that person, or I, put it on the schedule.  I 
didn't find out until Wednesday that the school would be closed.  Searching old email I 
found a note indicating 16 January was OK. 
 
I am gathering a list of closed dates.  I'll send it as soon as it's verified. 
 
Again, I'm very sorry for the inconvenience.  I know it's a huge problem. 
 
 
-dm 
 
David Marshall 
Electronics Instructor 
Renton Technical College 
dmarshall@rtc.edu 
 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Steven Kaehler [mailto:sdk6772@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2010 6:04 AM 
To: Marshall, David 
Cc: Steven Kaehler 
Subject: Re: will be closed this Saturday 
 
Dave, 
 
Can you put up a sign at the skybridge about our meeting cancelation?  Let me know 
otherwise I can try to get over their tomorrow morning.  Respond to this & my Boeing 
email address. 
 
Thanks, 
 

mailto:dmarshall@rtc.edu
mailto:sdk6772@yahoo.com


Steve 
 
--- On Wed, 1/13/10, Marshall, David <dmarshall@rtc.edu> wrote: 
 
> From: Marshall, David <dmarshall@rtc.edu> 
> Subject: will be closed this Saturday 
> To: "Steve K - SRS" <sdk6772@yahoo.com> 
> Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2010, 9:54 PM 
> 
 
> 
> Steve, 
> 
> 
> 
> I was just informed that the campus 
> will be closed this Saturday. 
> I'm very sorry.  When I scheduled it months ago I didn't know it would 
> be closed and the email came only just today. 
> 
> 
> 
> Should I try rescheduling for next 
> Saturday? 
> 
> 
> -dm 
> 
> 
> David Marshall 
> 
> Electronics 
> Instructor 
> 
> Renton Technical 
> College 
> 
> dmarshall@rtc.edu 
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Club Business 
 
Welcome 
 
Lunch (sandwiches) from Jimmy John’s Sub Sandwiches (http://www.jimmyjohns.com) in 
Renton – sign up sheet going around the room.  Will call in near the end of today’s presentation. 
 
Robot Workshop today after the meeting 
 
Area Events 
 
UW College of Engr. Open House 4/23 (Fri) 9A-2P & 4/24 (Sat) 9A-3P   engr.washington.edu  - 
search “open house” – http://engr.washington.edu 
 
F.I.R.S.T. Regional Competition, Key Arena, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 1PM on Mar 25-27 
 http://www.firstwa.org 
 
Mike & Key Swapmeet, March 6th, Puyallup Fairgrounds – http://wwwmikeandkey.com  
 
‘Round the room 
 
Richard Greenway – Choke coil to a better home and Rapid Prototype from work 
 
Kaitlyn – Light following Mouse ‘Bot – “Herbie” 
 
Cathy Saxton – Ongoing EV monitor control  
    http://www.MetrixCreatespace.com - 3 mil Mylar paste stencil create with a laser, pasted well, 

used a hard plastic squeegee,  http://www.idleloop.com 
 
Tom Saxton – Showed a battery like the 6,831 used in the packs in Tesla Roadsters.  They are 

wired in series/parallel packs to tolerate individual cell failures.  http://www.tesla.com 
 
Dick – SRV-1 from Surveyor.com (http://www.surveyor.com),  Blackfin processor, CAM, 

wireless, sensors, tracks,  works with RoboRealm,  lasers for ranging,  sample firmware 
 
John Black – Developing a robotic sailboat to cross the Atlantic.  A number of Universities 

working on this (less than 2 meters) (Google “Sailbot”)  
 http://www.google.com/#hl=en&source=hp&q=sailbot&aq=f&aqi=g10&aql=&oq=&fp=c26c79a56c95bda8 

 
  Commercial rules, shove the boat off at Dublin, Ireland.  4500 hours later it should show up in 

the Caribbean.  Finish the fastest (and finish) under 4 meters long   Must deal with 60 
knot winds in the Atlantic.  Using the barometric pressure, try to optimize the journey to 
avoid dead spots.  Use solarcells to provide power to charge batteries.  Looking at self-
steering. 

 
Gene Elliott – Using base platform from a boxing robot toy, developing a mobile platform 
   LED pen to show voltage polarity & pulsing 
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Allan – Exploring a range finding, odometry program.  He is using a data file read off the 

Internet and evaluating/displaying data graphically. 
 
Bob – Looking for a way to interface with a postal (USB) scale to accurately fill bottles 
 
 
Xandon – Using ATMEGA168U development board from http://www.PJRC.com or ADAFruit.  

Uses Arduino software.  Very easy to program.  $20 and no programmer needed. 
 
(?) – And daughter built 2 ladybug Robots from http://www.Instructables.com.   
 
(?)– 6 to 10 pin AVR adapter.   
 
Mike Payson – Casting wheels with liquid Urethane.   Silicone mold.  Urethane is available from 

soft to hard.  Making wheels.  Silicone makes very accurate mold.  Materials from 
http://www.smoothon.com.  Locally available from Fiberlay or Tap Plastics at much 
higher cost. 

 
Trevor – Using regular motors with LEGO controls and port expander.  Available from LEGO 

Education dot com. 
 
Mark Kenworthy – Kenworthy Machinary, making robot chassis for sale  both 4 wheel and 2 

wheel drive, quite robust,  about $400 each 
 
Presentation 
 
Lego Mindstorms and HiTechnic – What can you do with LEGO? 
 
Gus Jansson, David Schilling, (and Cathy Saxton; sensor interface demo) 
 
Cool robots can be made from LEGO.  Between Gus and David they built 3 robots last night! 
 
New NXT came out in December (Version 2.0).  Has more memory and new sensors.  Color and 
sound sensors.  Floating point math now available.   
 
Gus (mostly) HiTechnic.  A good mechanical transition from basic LEGO kits to Mindstorms.   
Aids in the understanding of the mechanical aspects of robot building. 
 
HiTechnic is a certified LEGO sensor builder.  Offer a number of different sensors for the LEGO 
system.  Based in Seattle 
 
3 axis acceleration sensor.  Can be used as a tilt sensor.  Holding a control with the tilt sensor 
built in can duplicate hand motions to control a remote arm 
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EOPS sensor.  Electrical Optical proximity sensor.  Flashes an LED and looks for changes in that 
specific illumination to indicate proximity (or change in color – i.e. line tracking).  Much more 
resistant to ambient light change (e.g. sunlight on competition day) than simple IR 
emission/reflection detection. 
 
IR Receiver sensor.  Allows remote control of a robot using LEGO Power functions IR remote 
Control. 
 
NXT Gyro sensor.  Allows creation of a balancing robot.  Programmed in RobotC. 
 
Blogging for Hi Technique on his tricycle base.  HiTechnic.com/blog 
 
IR Ball.  20 IR LEDs illuminate location of ball.  IR Receiver Sensor on robot can track the ball 
and direct the robot to follow or capture it. 
 
Compass sensor.  Gives a 0 to 360 heading indication.  Mounted high above the robot to remove 
it from the influence of the motors.  Needs to be 10+ inches from all motors. 
 
IRLink Sensor.  Control LEGO R/C trains.  Allows NXT programs to read values from RCX 
sensors. 
 
Interface Hi-Technique sensors to Atmega products.  Cathy built a prototype setup to use I2C to 
communicate with the Hi-Technic color sensor.  ATMega644 was the master, sensor was the 
slave.  Her protoboard OLED display showed the RGB values from the sensor’s processor and 
identified the target color. 
 
Many of these sensors have lots of sophisticated signal processing on board allowing complex 
sensing functionality with simple interface protocols. 
 
Buy sensors at http://www.hitechnic.com.  Gus has a blog that shows up on HiTechnic.com/blog.  
Email him at gus@hitechnic.com. 
 
LEGO Mindstorms – http://www.lego.com/mindstorms 
 
Conclusion 
 
Mingling, sandwiches ordered & picked up (thank you Wahid Tanner!), lunch set up, afternoon 
workshop... 
 
This file is archived on Yahoo Groups under “SeattleRobotics” in the “Files” area. 
 
Notes recorded by Jim Kindsvater & edited by Steven Kaehler, SRS Secretary, secretary@seattlerobotics.org 
All comments from SRS members are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or positions of the Seattle Robotics 
Society. All content is provided as is, with no warranty stated or implied regarding the quality or accuracy of any content on or off this 
site. All trademarks, service marks, and copyrights are property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2009 SRS. All rights 
reserved. 
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Meeting Pictures 
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Feature Presentation Pictures 
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Club Business 
 
Welcome 
 
Robot Workshop next month after the meeting.  We’ll have lunch (sandwiches) from Jimmy 
John’s Sub Sandwiches (http://www.jimmyjohns.com) in Renton plus other things (salad or 
veggies, cookies, pop, etc.) – a sign up sheet will be passed around during the meeting. 
 
Robothon T-shirst still available.  $20 w/free shipping.  Contact John McIvor at 
JohnMcIv(at)gmail.com.  You can easily pay him with PayPal, but he’ll work other 
arrangements as well. 
 
Robothon will be October 23-24 at the Seattle Center Centerhouse.  More information to follow 
on http://www.robothon.org. 
 
Area Events 
 
UW College of Engr. Open House 4/23 (Fri) 9A-2P & 4/24 (Sat) 9A-3P   engr.washington.edu  - 
search “open house” at http://engr.washington.edu 
 
F.I.R.S.T. Regional Competition, Key Arena, Thursday-Saturday, 1PM was on Mar 25-27.  

Website: http://www.firstwa.org 
 
Mike & Key Swapmeet, March 6th, Puyallup Fairgrounds – http://wwwmikeandkey.com  
 
NorWesCon 33 Science Fiction Convention at Doubletree Hotel in Seatac by the airport Easter 
weekend (April 1-4). 
http://upcoming.yahoo.com/event/2411535/WA/SeaTac/Norwescon-33/DoubleTree-Hotel-Seattle-Airport/ 
 
Robothon is scheduled for October 23-24 at the Seattle Center Centerhouse 

Website: http://www.robothon.org (not updated for this year yet) 
 
‘Round the room 
 
Paul – Demo’d a cool Fischertechnik ball sorter.  Website: http://techeducation.com/  
 
James – New to SRS.  Interested in R/C control for model aircraft & using the Arduino. 
 
Peter – F.I.R.S.T. alumni working for Intel Research-Seattle (with Josh Smith).  Is having a 
blast!  Highly recommends F.I.R.S.T. for getting young people fired up about technical careers. 
 
Steve K. – Freighthouse Square (in Tacoma near Tacoma Dome) had a chili cookoff event in 
conjunction with a big LEGO event.  http://www.freighthousesquare.com  
W.A.R. event on the Seattle Center Sunday April 11. 
 
Michael – Demo’d a cool computer-controlled Etch-A-Sketch using Parallax Propeller chip.  
Programmed using SPIN, free software provided by Parallax.  http://www.parallax.com  
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Terry – Demo’s a cool little mechanical tabletop robot that avoids falling off using a very simple 
mechanical feeler. 
 
Kinsey – Back in the PNW from the east coast & looking for a job. 
  
Karl – Talked about an old, universal battery charger/rejuvenator circuit devised by Ernst Beer 
many years ago.  It actually replates the electrolyte inside batteries.  See pictures for schematic.  
Popular Mechanics Magazine has placed all their back issues online. 
 
Mike Payson – Showed the latest “Make Magazine” book.  Also brought samples of MicroRAX, 
a very cool structural construction product that is easy to work with.  
Make Magazine article: http://blog.makezine.com/archive/2009/10/microrax_modular_beams.html 
 
Peter – Is looking for a new career in robotics “T” competition.  NSCC robotics classes are very 
well done.  He recommends them.  See Tim Fiegenbaum videos available online.  You can take 
courses online from anywhere with only three required class appearances—beginning of quarter, 
mid-term, & final.  Folks recommended joining LinkedIn to get connected with other 
professionals.  http://facweb.northseattle.edu/tfiegenb/eet/ 
 
Presentation 
 
Intel Research Seattle – Wireless Power & Robotics – Joshua Smith 
 
Main IRS Website: http://www.seattle.intel-research.net/ 

Josh’s homepage: http://www2.seattle.intel-research.net/~jrsmith/ 
 

WISP – Wireless Identification & Sensing Platform (RFID+WARP+sensors) 
http://www.seattle.intel-research.net/WISP/ 

WARP – Wireless Ambient Radio Power (energy scavenging from nearby radio transmitters) 
http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/businesstechnology/2009340228_brier15.html 

WREL – Wireless Resonant Energy Link 
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/21/technology/21intel.html?_r=1 
 

Conclusion 
 
Mingling,... 
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Pictures from the meeting.  Sorry there aren’t more.  No Jim K. shooting them this month. 
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This file is archived on Yahoo Groups under “SeattleRobotics” in the “Files” area. 
 
Notes recorded & edited by Steven Kaehler, SRS Secretary, secretary@seattlerobotics.org 
All comments from SRS members are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or positions of the Seattle Robotics 
Society. All content is provided as is, with no warranty stated or implied regarding the quality or accuracy of any content on or off this 
site. All trademarks, service marks, and copyrights are property of their respective owners. Copyright © 2010 SRS. All rights 
reserved. 
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Welcome 
• Attendance around 50 as usual. 
 

Club Business 
• Past presentations available on web 

 
• Robot building this afternoon 

 
• Lunch from Jimmie John’s in Renton – sign up during the meeting 

 
Announcements 

• UW Engineering Fair next weekend 4/23 and 4/24 
http://www.engr.washington.edu/alumcomm/openhouse.html 
 

• National Robotics Week (this week) 
http://www.nationalroboticsweek.org/ 
 

• Ocean Base  
http://www.jmsnet.com/ocean_base.htm 
 

Round the room 
 
Alex K. - Looking for help on re-assembly of a pocket camera. 
 
Jim - Pololu USB AVR ISP programmer, $20.  http://www.pololu.com/catalog/product/1300 
 
Richard - Saleae Logic Analyzer, <$200, 8 channels.  http://www.saleae.com/logic/  
 
Kaitlin - Line following BoeBot, will make it dance to music next. 
http://www.parallax.com/ProductInfo/Robotics/BoeBotRobotInformation/tabid/411/Default.aspx 
 
Wahid - DSO sample with open source AVR programmer, looking for help with interrupts. 
 
Terry - Make magazines to look at, $1 solar powered outdoor lights from Dollar Tree. 
 
Dick - Altair 8800 computer sample (the mother of the modern day pc) 
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=altair+8800&aq=3&aqi=g10&aql=&oq=altair+&gs_rfai= 
 
James - Circuit font cartridge,  developed own pcb for it in Eagle (learning as he went), used 
Batch PCB,  3 small boards for $5 each plus $10 shipping in about 3 weeks.    

http://www.batchpcb.com    
 
Ron Lake - Looking to sell a few robots, software, and give a few things away.   
 
Bob - Part of a non-profit looking for reasonably priced bare bones video monitoring system.   

Mike mentioned a $20 system from Parallax. 
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Presentation 
 
Michael Park - The Parallax Propeller Chip.  P8X32A 
 
Eight 32-bit processors (“cogs”) on one chip 
 
His project was to develop a programmable Etch-A-Sketch using servo motors on the knobs & a 
gimbaled frame that can both draw pictures and then erase them.  See the pictures for details. 

http://www.parallax.com/PropEtcher/tabid/858/Default.aspx 
 
Specs. 

• 3.3v 
• 10 mA/ cog @80 MHz 

 
Basic Setup takes the chip, crystal, Voltage Regulator, Serial Programmer (can build own using 
simple components) 
 
Each instruction word is 32 bits wide 
 

• 32K Ram 
• 32K Rom 
• 32 I/O lines 

 
The chip has a “hub” which provides consistent, sequential, deterministic access to each “cog”.  
Each cog runs its own program independent of the hub access.  The hub provides access to the 
common memory, allowing 2 read/write instructions every 32 machine cycles.  Each cog has its 
own dedicated task like being a UART, a floating point processor, a voice recognition processor, 
etc.  Interrupts aren’t provided and aren’t actually needed because of the processor architecture.  
Peripherals are generally implemented in software, rather than hardware. 
 
The native programming language is called SPIN.  The language is compiled to a byte level, then 
interpreted by each cog as required.  SPIN looks a lot like ‘c’ and Python and it works at a 
relatively high level.   

http://www.parallax.com/tabid/832/Default.aspx 
 
Simple program 
 

1. Setup chip 
2. Define clock frequency 
3. Main loop 

a. Define output port 
b. Toggle output port 
c. Wait 1 second 

4. Repeat 
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Coding can be done at the SPIN level (interpreted) or at machine code level for processes 
requiring higher speed. 
 
A large variety of objects are available to perform many functions.  Michael demonstrated serial 
communication, video processing, vocal processing, speech synthesis (e.g. four-part harmony 
using four cogs). 
 
Compilers 

• Propeller Tool for Windows 
• BST for Linux/Mac 
• Sphinx  

 
Can use one of two ‘c’ compilers 

• PropBASIC 
• FORTH 

 
Drag-and-Drop language available (Twelve Blocks?) 
 
Projects on the Parallax website: 
 

• Humanoid Robot using 2 propellers for motion control 
• 2 wheel robot with Propeller Brain 
• RC plane brain for UAV 
• Guitar Pedal Control 

 
Retro-computing application 

• Emulators of Z80, 8085, 6502, SID 
• Hydra Board video game simulator 

 
Very Active forum on the propeller chip 
 
Contact Michael at mpark@projectblah.info with questions. 
 
Parallax product info: http://www.parallax.com 
 
Conclusion 
 
Mingling... 
 
Lunch & workshop in K20x until about 5 PM. 
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Pictures from the meeting: 
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Club Business 
 
~50 folks showed up.  Swap meet at next month’s meeting for FIRST parts.  Bigger event after July’s 
meeting. 
 
Announcements 
 
Workshop Robot Class Forming.  Contact Jim Kindsvater is you are interested via SRS contact page. 

http://www.seattlerobotics.org/contact.php 
 
Round the Room 
 
Tom and Cathy- iPhone controlled NXT Robot – also iPad controlled – uses WiFi for communication -  
specialized module interfaces with NXT and wireless 
 
Bill – looking for solar-powered lawn mowing robot collaborators 
Google: http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=solar+powered+lawn+mower+robot&aq=1&aqi=g2g-
m1&aql=&oq=solar+powered+lawn+mo&gs_rfai= 
 
Donna -  Robo Magellan Robot question.  Fail safe shut off required – how to implement?  Prefers 
wireless.  Is that legal according to rules? 

http://www.robothon.org/robothon/robo-magellan.php 
 
Bear Metal F.I.R.S.T. team #2046 - Shared teamwork methods in hopes of encouraging and helping 
new teams.  Whole team consists of 45 kids with 6 mentors.  This year’s competition was basically a 
robot soccer game.  Their robot is articulated to climb over obstacles   See http://www.firstwa.org.  
Functions: 
 

1. Acquire a ball.  Spinning rod draws the ball to robot.  Other robots used a plumbers plunger and 
vacuum to hold the ball.  Rules restrict ball holding from complete capture. 

2. Kicking a ball.  Conflicts with holding functions. 
3. Programmed with LabView. 
4. Autonomous operation.  Picked up 3 different balls and kicked them at goal from 50 feet away. 

 
What did they learn?  Nothing ever works right the first time.  http://www.tahomarobotics.org/trc/ 
 
Kevin Ross – F.I.R.S.T. needs mentors.  Talk to Kevin about kevinro@firstwa.org   Open F.I.R.S.T. style 
competition at Robothon this year.  Opinions about which competitions should occur at Robothon should 
be submitted to Pete Miles or Richard Green…via contact links at 
http://www.robothon.org/robothon/contact.php 
 
Jim Wright – lots of FIRST items for sale at next month’s meeting (a “pre-swapmeet” swapmeet). 
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Presentation 
 
Professor Pedro Domingos, Computer Science & Eng.  University of Washington 
 

 
 

The Machine Learning (ML) Revolution – Automating Automation 
 
Mankind advances by working out how to get other entities to perform tasks without our supervision 
 
How automation works:  

Job x moves from being done by a person to being done by a computer. 
Now the bottleneck is the software engineer. 

 
Machine Learning is writing a program that can write programs. 
 
The ML Program accepts input data and required output and writes a program. 
 
Machine Learning in the field today: 
 

1. Web Search 
2. NetFlix = predict what videos I might like 
3. Finance 
4. Drug Design 
5. Speech Recognition 

 
Network effects:  Improving your system → more people use it → you gather more data → you can 
improve your System → more people use it.... 
 
Three Basic components of Machine Learning 
 

1. Representation (rules) 
2. Evaluation (how well the rules work) 

a. Accuracy 
b. Error 
c. Likelihood 

3. Optimization 
a. Combinatorial 
b. Convex 
c. Constrained (constraints applied) 
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ML in the Lab 
 
Limitations of current systems 

1. only deal with vectors (words) 
2. Knowledge-free  (don’t start from zero) 
3. One-shot 

 
Beyond Vectors 

1. Trees 
2. Graphs 
3. Classes 
4. Relational databases 

 
How to do. 

1. First-order logic 
2. Powerful logic 
3. Combine logic with probability 

 
Knowledge-Rich Learning -  The more you know, the faster you can learn.  Current ML systems start 
from zero and don’t do much as a result. 
 
It takes a global village.  Have contributors inputting facts and users inputting queries to a Collective 
Knowledge Base.  Wolfram Alpha is a crude example of this type of system. 

http://www.wolframalpha.com/ 
 
What is needed is a program that helps you ask a question.  That may come in 10 years. 
 
Example from DARPA challenge from Stanford team.  Had laser and vision system.  Used laser results to 
train vision system what to look for. 

http://www.darpagrandchallenge.com/ 
Conclusion 
 
Mingling... 
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Pictures from the meeting... 
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More pictures from the meeting... 
 

  
 

  
 
 

Stepping Next Door to K203/204... 
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Kevin Ross & Jim Wright introduced a F.I.R.S.T.-like contest for Robothon that involves a number of 
interesting challenges connected with moving & knocking down colored balls around in a 16x20 ft. arena.  
They will be bringing F.I.R.S.T. parts to sell after next month’s meeting.  Sorry about the blurry cellphone 
camera pictures... 
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Monthly Meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society for June 19, 2010 

Welcome 

46 people were in attendance. 

Announcements: 

        A free virtual robotics conference entitled Robotics Summit that was just held this 
past week will have its events archived and available in the next week or so at: 
www.robovirtualevents.com. 

        Robothon shirts are still available for 2009 (a variety of sizes are still available). 
Contact John at johnmciv@gmail.com. 

        The next Robothon will be held October 23 and 24 at the Seattle Science Center.  
There is a new event being offered that is similar those of First WA and is called the 
“Double Cross”.  Rules will be similar to the same event that was used in last year’s 
Robothon, see http://www.firstwa.org/DoubleCross/tabid/252/Default.aspx. 

        As usual if folks have things to swap or give away, they can do so after the meeting. 

        Next Month we will have the big swap meet after the meeting.  As usual, everything 
that you bring in you have to take away if no one claims. 

        Today’s presentation Japanese Humanoid Robots presented by Dr. Rawichote 
“Choppy” Chalodhorn will happen during the second half of the meeting. 

        This afternoon we have a build so if you have something to work on or would like to 
watch you are welcome to attend. 

        For lunch, we are buying sandwiches from Jimmy Johns Sandwich shop 
(www.jimmyjohns.com) , so put your name down with your order and payment on the 
list going around.  Steve has drinks, chips, & such to complement the sandwiches. 

Show and Tell: 

Bill attended the Maker’s Fair this at the San Mateo County Fairgrounds in California.  
http://makerfaire.com  

Too awesome to describe in mere words; booths on robotic kits for kits, lunar rover 
competition.  One software program that he came across there was on #D Cad  modeling 
is by a company called Alibre who offers a free version and a commercial version ($100); 
www.alibre.com. 

He mentioned that what can help our club is to try to pair those with similar skill levels to 
work together on projects as this would be most effective in helping each other learn. 
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Cathy still has 3 mill Mylar for laser cutting available for $5 a sheet. 

Carol showed us her Fischer TechNiks robotic arm that has 3 degrees of movement and 
gave a little pick and place demonstration.  Fischer TechNiks are more expensive than 
Lego’s but are built better and are more involved in complexity.  Her kit was written in 
German as there was no English manuals for it at the time ran $475 for the kit and $300 
for the motor controllers.   Carol went on to say that they are used in German Industrial 
Schools for education.  One place she found to buy them is www.studica.com. 

Fischer TechNiks web site is www.fischertechnik.de/en/.  Fischer TechNiks integrate 
well with Microsoft’s Robotics Studio.  www.microsoft.com/robotics/ 

Gene has started building his own CNC machine and is budgeting himself to $500 for the 
project.  Using 8020 steel for the rigging so far spans approximately 2x2.5 feet.  He is 
hoping to build it from his own design & from other custom made CNC & cast parts. 

Jim talked more about the new Double Cross contest in the fall.  IT will be for Robots of 
the 35lb range and there will be three phases to the contest; autonomous, tethered, and 
again autonomous.  

A short general open discussion occurred about what “3D” modeling is.  Alibre 
(www.alibre.com) is 3D modeling (solid modeling) where tools such as Google’s 
SketchUp (sketchup.google.com) are a CAD program.  The main difference hinges 
around how objects are treated within the program.  3D programs tend to model things as 
solids which are “carved”, “drilled”, “milled”, etc. mathematically to produce the 
resulting shape.  CAD uses vector graphics to represent objects as collections of 
geometric shapes.  Solid objects are modeled as stick-shapes with opaque surfaces that 
appear solid when viewed. 

Presentation 

Dr. Chalodhorn was introduced to talk on Japanese Humanoid Robots 

   

Choppy discussed briefly brain-robot interfaces, how they work, how they are trained, & 
what they are capable of at this time.  He then discussed walking robotics in general 
providing some historical perspective & where they are today, especially in Japan. 
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See the “Presentations Page” for a copy of his presentation. 

Professor Chalodhorn’s webpage: 
http://neural.cs.washington.edu/people/misc/choppy/Site/Rawichote.html 

Conclusion 

After Dr. Chalodhorn’s presentation, the meeting ended with mingling & we broke for 
lunch & the afternoon build. 

Lunch & Afternoon Work Session 

About a dozen folks hung around for lunch (Jimmy Johns sandwiches) & the afternoon 
robot build session. 
 
 
Pictures from the meeting... 
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July 17, 2009 Monthly Meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society 

Welcome 
 50 people were in attendance. 
 
Club Business 
 SRS T-Shirts are still available for $20 /no shipping /no ST 
 Robothon - Still coming up Oct 22-24th 
 Get ready for Double Cross Competition Autonomous and RC controlled 

competitions see the FIRST website (www.firstwa.org) from last month’s meeting 
notes for more details. 

 Consider presenting at an SRS Meetings.  Contact secretary@seattlerobotics.org 
 Call for papers 
 
Announcements 
 Bellevue - Bellevue Elementary School - August 11th - Surplus Sale Wednesday 
 "At Removal and Recycling in Auburn" Misc Technical 
 Space elevator - July 31-Aug 1st - Everett/Mukilteo  http://www.spaceelevator.com/ 
 Make Magazine - the guy who wrote the article on zapping mosquitoes will be here 

on the 22-23 of this month to talk about it at a book store in seattle: 
 Here is the direct link to where he talked about this amazing machine: 
http://blog.makezine.com/archive/2010/07/dale_and_3ric_johanson_at_adas_book.html 
 
Show-n-Tell 
 
Kenneth Maxon - Making some awesome wheel assemblies to go with his roving robot.  
He brought in this awesomely wicked suspension for one side of a low profile robot that 
has 3 wheels per side.  All made from machined aluminum in his home, some really thin 
wall stuff!  Each wheel has their own embedded controllers built in at each hub, with the 
drivers boards custom build at the hub as well.  He is getting ready for the Dallas 
Personal Robotics Group (DPRG; www.dprg.org/) event for these types of things next 
November.  Below are more pictures of Kenneth’s wonderful machines. 
See http://www.users.qwest.net/~kmaxon/page/side/photo_gallery_137.htm 
See http://www.users.qwest.net/~kmaxon/index.html 
 
Tom Saxton - Posed to the group that he has a question about how to hack a high power 
connector for his Tesla Roadster. 
 
Tom Carroll - He just wanted to say that folks can write an article for SERVO Magazine 
and the SRS for the same time and make some money at it!  He writes a monthly column 
for  SERVO called “Then and Now”.  Write to Tom with ideas and get to writing 
yourself!   www.servomagazine.com 
 
Michael Park - Brought in a control computer that drives the pen in a Spirograph. 
The algorithm used anticipates where the pen needs to be next and the controls a 
feedback system using an old joystick and rubber bands to move the pen.  Once it just 
touches the projected coordinates, it calls the next position it needs to move to.  The 
system uses the Parallax Propeller chip (www.parallax.com), two stepper motors, and an 
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old joystick and took only a couple of days build time.  Also used some hand-built linear 
actuators.  Wikipedia article about Spirograph: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spirograph 
 
Gene Elliot - Gave a short update to his homebuilt CNC machine project.  He is using a 
wood lathe to carve molds for his castings.  For fun he built a wooden nut and screw that 
he is going to use as a vice for another project. Hi system is built from a kit. 
 
Mike Payson - He said about the cheapest one can get in to microcontroller 
programming is a kit he just bought for $4.30 from TI.  The MSP430 kit number MSP-
EXP430G2 at www.ti.com/430value 
Mike said there is a “gcc” port for C tools for this family of processor.  He also said AVR 
has a tool set that can be used as well.  Also he is campaigning for the Alibre CAD tool 
(www.alibre.com/) that sells for $100.  Also "Design Spark" from 
www.designspark.com/pcb.   
He also talked about his home brew CNC machine that will be able to mill soft materials.  
He has built out the XZ plane at a cost of $140 so far.  He has found cheap roller bearings 
and he talked a lot about the frame for it being built from factory-cut materials from a 
company called Musumie in Japan; fast turn around time of a 1.5 weeks and good prices. 
 
Ron - Said he was working on a movie project and they need a metal shop, machine lathe 
for the film but currently have no money for the project. 
 
Michael Laine - Again spoke up, this time to say there will also be a LEGO Lifter 
completion at the end of August and he has read about the new CTO of NASA who says 
they have a ton of money to give away in contests and grants so check out one for $1.9 
million for a nighttime energy storage as well as several for auto navigation and auto 
roving.  www.nasa.gov/oct  Several of the contests may be in align to the capabilities of 
some SRS members so check it out for yourself. 
 
Presentation 
Dr. Mika Sinanan MD, PhD, (President, University of Washington Physicians Professor 
of Surgery) presented on the role of a robotic interface in surgical procedures.  His 
presentation slides.  His webpage: depts.washington.edu/surgery/faculty/sinanan.html 
 
Conclusion 
Mingling & such.  Swapmeet out in the parking lot with lots of cool stuff to be had. 
 
Lunch 
 
Pictures from the meeting follow below... 
 
This file is archived on Yahoo Groups under “SeattleRobotics” in the “Files” area. 
 
 
Photos by Alex Kaehler, notes recorded by Mark Iler & Tom Carroll & edited by Steven Kaehler, SRS Secretary, 
secretary@seattlerobotics.org  All comments from SRS members are their own, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or 
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accuracy of any content on or off this site. All trademarks, service marks, and copyrights are property of their respective owners. 
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August 21, 2010 Monthly Meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society 

Welcome 
About 50 folks showed up on a drizzly Saturday morning.  Weather cleared off later on. 
 
Club Business 
Robothon – Pete Miles.  Pre-show “hack session” on Friday night from 7-10PM.  See 
http://www.robothon.org  
 
Robothon T-shirts should be available at next two monthly meetings (Sep & Oct) for $20. 
 
“DoubleCross” contest should be fun.  A number of youth teams are participating.  Kevin 
R. will  
 
Announcements 
Tom S. - E-drag (electric dragster) races in Portland Sept 10-11, See 
http://www.nedra.com/upcoming_events.html 
 
Gene E. – G.E.A.R.S. in Portland, Sep 25-26, See http://www.oregongears.org/ 
 
Show-Tell 
Carol – Fischertechnik “factory” demo & LEGO NXT “Segway” balancing robot. 
http://www.fischertechnik.de/en/ 
 
Google search of “lego segway” (lots of cool videos & information...) 
http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&q=lego+segway&aq=0&aqi=g6g-
m1&aql=&oq=lego+seg&gs_rfai= 
 
Pete M. – stuff to give away.  Shared about some professional benefits of his association 
with the SRS (helped him get a job!).  Talked about some inexpensive accelerometers 
that are ideal for hobby robotics. 
 
Analog Devices inertial sensors: 
http://www.analog.com/en/sensors/inertial-sensors/products/index.html 
 
Cheap accelerometer hack from Wii Nunchuck (not mentioned at the meeting): 
http://hacknmod.com/hack/how-to-cheap-accelerometer-using-wii-nunchuck/ 
 
Mike P. – brought his RepRap which he hopes to have running by next month.  He has 
invested $185 into the mechanical elements, $?? Into the extruder & $?? Into the 
electronics & thermoplastic.  Used Mitsumi extrusion hardware.  See 
http://www.reprap.org for more information about RepRap. 
 
Luke showed us more of his LEGO NXT mapping robot (a project in-work). 
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Presentation 
Professor Sarah Perez-Kriz – Director of Human – Robot Communication Lab 
 

  
 

http://depts.washington.edu/hrcl/ 
 
Conclusion 
 
Mingling...  
 
Lunch – Jimmy Johns sandwiches & other condiments 
 
Afternoon work session from 1-5 PM. 
 
 
 
Pictures from the meeting on the following pages... 
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September 18, 2010 Monthly Meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society 

Welcome 
 
About 50 folks showed up on a drizzly Saturday morning.  Weather cleared off later on. 
 
Club Business 
 
Robothon – Pete Miles.  Pre-show “hack session” on Friday night from 7-10PM.  See 
http://www.robothon.org  
 
Robothon T-shirts should be available at next two monthly meetings (Sep & Oct) for $20. 
 
“DoubleCross” contest has been postponed until next year.  
 
Announcements 
 
Portland “GEAR” show at National Guard Keirler Armory near the Portland Airport.  See 
http://www.oregongears.org/ 
 
International School in Bellevue “FIRST Tech Challenge”, Oct 2 starting at 9AM 
 
Intel Research Labs – Seattle will host a public open house November 11th.  Invitation 
with more details to follow.  They are located at 1100 45th Ave NE in the U District.  See 
http://seattle.intel-research.net/ 
 
Tyler Folsom will present at UW More Hall 
 
Richard – TI Tech Days (Sep 23 in Seattle) - 
http://www.ti.com/ww/en/techdays/2010/index.shtml 
 
Show-N-Tell 
 
Tyler – “People Mover” computer-controlled electric tricycle (concept personal rapid 
transit vehicle) to compete in Robo-Magellan contest at Robothon.  See pics below. 
 
Carol – Demo’d a LEGO NXT Mindstorms “Sloth” that walked along a suspended pole 
(see pics below).  Also showed a Cypress Microsystems P-Soc  kit.  She also demo’d a 
LEGO NXT Mindstorms “Segway” two-wheeled balancer that used only a standard 
optical color sensor to read its tilt on a flat surface.  She asked some questions about 
getting a fuel cell/solar car kit she had to operate.   
 
Gene – showed some inexpensive 18V cordless drill Ni-cad batteries available from 
Harbor Freight for $10.  See pics below.   See http://www.HarborFreight.com 
 
Mike – showed his working RepRap machine, some parts he’d made, & ran it after the 
meeting.  http://reprap.org  See pics below. 
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Cathy – Tacoma Robotics Society (http://www.TacomaRobotics.org) meets 2nd Sat. of 
the month.  See their website for meeting details. 
 
Tom – Talked about electric vehicle charging systems & the growing infrastructure to 
support general use of pure (non-fuel-powered) electric vehicles.  Charging adapter 
(J1772) SAE.  Example Info: http://green.autoblog.com/2009/06/28/underwriters-
laboratories-approves-sae-j1772-charging-plug/ 
 
Presentation 
Kevin Ross – USB Made Easy 
 
Kevin provided some background on the origins of USB & its evolution in computers 
since the mid-90s.  It has taken over as the preferred general purpose computer interface 
bus where really high data rates aren’t critical.  This will change with USB 3.0 which 
raise the data rate ceiling up into the gigabits/sec.   
 
USB 1.0 support was very limited & required a lot of manual system tweaking with W95.  
W98 greatly streamlined USB setup when USB 1.1 came out, but it still wasn’t truly 
“plug-n-play”.  W2K didn’t improve things a great deal.  Finally WXP  actually made 
USB genuinely easy.  Most devices really worked shortly after being plugged in with 
automatic driver installation.   
 
Nowadays, computers only have USB ports instead of serial, parallel, & PS/2 ports so 
interfacing to legacy devices or microcontrollers designed around the old serial port 
requires a bit of effort but isn’t as hard as it seems.  Kevin answered numerous questions 
& provided a lot of historical background, but did finally show us that connecting to a 
teensyBoard required only a couple tweaks to some readily available files & a computer 
would recognize it & configure the USB to talk. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Mingling... 
 
 
Pictures from the meeting... 
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Monthly Meeting of the Seattle Robotics Society on 10/16/2010 
 

Club Business 
 
 Build your ‘bot this afternoon – Lunch from Jimmy Johns 
 

Robothon – 10/23/10 & 10/24/10 (Sat & Sun) - The Double Cross contest has moved to 
sometime next year due to conflicts with FIRST competitions now. 
 

  Saturday – Robo-Magellan from ~10A to 1P, Demonstrations from 10A to 5P, 
  Sunday – Combat Robots 12P to 5P, Demonstrations from 10A to 5P 
  http://www.robothon.org 
  
Local Events 
 
 Intel Labs Seattle Open House Monday 11/1/10, 3-6PM 
  Director Prof. Dieter Fox 

http://seattle.intel-research.net  
 
 2 weeks ago – Northwest Brick Convention (Amazing Lego constructs) 

http://www.lugnet.com/events/nwbrickcon/ 
 
 
Technical Questions 
 

Bob looking for info regarding Ad Hoc Networks using IPv6 – will check on the SRS 
list.  Found this on IEEE Explore website: 
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?arnumber=1525166&tag=1 

 
? looking for help with locating a simple, cheap push on–push off PCB switch.  Several 
ideas presented. 

 
 Pete – Needs a “AAA” double cell battery eliminator – plug into wall to recharge (?) – 

drop into battery box in place of 2 cells – looking for a commercial off-the-shelf product. 
 
  
Round the room 
 

Xandar -  Bought the book “Making Things Talk”.  Built a “Pong” Game Sensor set on a 
protoboard. 
http://www.amazon.com/Making-Things-Talk-Practical-Connecting/dp/0596510519 
 
Mike - Showed off a bunch of pieces made on his RepRap – mentioned linear bearings 
available on EBay for $2 each in qty of 44.  http://reprap.org 
 
Jim Wright – Using an I-Robot Icreate to build a DoubleCross Robot.  Says ICreate is a 
really good platform for an autonomous robot base platform.  Included image processing 
and control on a netbook.  http://store.irobot.com/shop/index.jsp?categoryId=3311368 
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Barry -  Barry created a pair of glasses with 4 cameras, 2 looking at his eyes and 2 out-
looking.  Combined with gyro/compass and GPS, he can tell where he is, what direction 
he’s looking, and what he is looking at.  He could then find information about what he is 
looking at on the Internet.  Needs help on eye direction sensing location. 
 
Carol – NXT Robot Walker & plans for 23+ robots to be shown for Robothon! 
 
Doug – Lots of free robot parts from a robot school.  Electronic Gold Mine sold him a 
pair of 2.7 volt 3000 Farad capacitors (ultracapacitors).  Challenging to charge – need 
current limiting!  $35 each or 2 for $50.  Called a Boost Cap - labeled Super Caps.  
Power works out to 11,000 watts for 1 second!   
 
Plug “boostcap” into search box at http://www.goldmine-elec-
products.com/searchprods.asp  to find this product. 
 
Bob – Asked if there should be a SRS “good deal” posting place separate from the 
regular SRS listserver.  Post to SRS list?   
 
Editor: In the past, there have been “sublists” started for various kinds of things, but 
they tend to fade out as people forget about them or newcomers don’t know they exist.  
Posting into on the main SRS list is fine as long as it doesn’t become “spammy”.  Just 
post the info & link & leave it at that.  Include a good but brief description in the 
message subject line. 
 

 
Presentation 
 

Jim Wright – Computer vision – OpenCV Part 2 
 
What is OpenCV?  It is an open Source Computer Vision Processing Library 
 
Basics:  1 open picture, 2 display picture, 3 manipulate the picture.   In 2007 he sensed a 
picture of text, broke the text up into words, and used a Google program called Tesla for 
OCR. 
 
Today’s objective is to sense colors.  Specifically Jim wanted to count the balls in the 
double Cross match.  Jim showed a book called OpenCV as an introduction to the 
system.  In 2007 Intel supported OpenCV.  Now it is supported by Willow Garage.  
Version 1.0 works well on Windows XP.  Newest Release is 2.1.  Release 2.0 (after 
compiling using instructions on the Willow Garage Wiki) appears to work on W7. 
 
3 commands allow you to grab an image from a web Cam.  Jim then uses the hue 
command to distinguish colors.  The hue channel defines a color with one number from 0 
to 255.  He then searches the data matrix to find pixels with the right range of hues. 
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Jim’s intent was to mount 4 cameras at 4 corners of the field with some overlap of 
images.  Then he wants to count the number of balls by location and throw out the 
duplicates. 
 
Willow Garage is Linux-oriented so Jim thinks OpenCV could run on a Gumstick. 
 
http://opencv.willowgarage.com/wiki/ 
 
http://www.willowgarage.com/ 
 
http://www.gumstix.com/ 

 
Conclusion 
 
Mingling 
 
Lunch 
 
Afternoon Work Session 
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Welcome 
 

Richard G. stood in for Steve Kaehler 
 
Club Business 
 
 Robothon  Recap 
 
Technical Questions 
 
 Bob looking for info regarding interfaceing webcams to Linux. 
  
Round the room 
 

Bill H. from Cle Elum brought a bunch of old Robots to show. 
 Line follower using relay motor control 
 Vintage IR beacon follower with bumper 
 1 Kg Sumo – vacuum pull down and 4 wheel drive 
 Classic mini Sumo 
 
Gene E. -  robots for inspiration 
 
Terry L. – pile of magazines 
 
Barry – vision sensing system to record and identify what you look at. 
2 Cameras look out at the world 
2 cameras look in at the wearer’s eyes and id eye location to determine what the wearer is 
looking at. 
Demonstrated laser calibration system 
 

Presentation 
 
Monty Reed – They Shall Walk – Mary Gate Scholar – NASA Space Grant Scholar 
http://www.TheyShallWalk.org 
 
Paratrooper career ended in a bad landing which led to doctors telling him he would never walk 
again. 
 
He had a lot of time to think.  Was inspired by Heinlein’s vision of an exoskeleton-based 
universal soldier. 
 
Regained the ability to walk, but decided to devote his life to helping other non-walkers walk 
again. 
 
Doing biosynthetics  research to combine nanotechnology and mechanical design to help regain 
muscular ability – long range project. 
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Meanwhile working on the Lifesuit.  Up to prototype 14.  Looking for paralyzed people to test 
his suit –ended up in India.  Christian Medical College has 5000 people showing up each day 
looking for help with paralysis.  His tour resulted in a vast understanding of caring for paralyzed 
patients. 
 
Back to USA.  Monday nights and Thursday nights in Georgetown from 8:30 to 11:30 at 13th and 
Albro, Monty needs some help with CNC. http://www.theyshallwalk.org 
 
Prototype 15 weighs 1400 pounds, but is aimed at rescue operations with the capability to lift 
1000 pounds. 
 
Prototype 16 is being designed as a lightweight version of 15.  Have the blessing of the 
Government of India; have offers of free medical trials.  There is a consumer version of FDA 
approval that says that – if enough people are using a medical product – no FDA approval is 
needed – saving $20M. 
 
The army developed an exoskeleton with the ability to lift a 200 pound missile for $50M.  Monty 
developed a exoskeleton with the ability to lift 205 pounds for about $18000 and a lot of blood, 
sweat, and tears. 
 
Monty wants to develop a life suit that he leases to hospitals and patients which is paid for by 
insurance – free to the users.  Is at the point where he needs some grants to take his efforts to the 
next level.  If anyone has the ability to write grants he could use some help.  He could also use 
help in fabrication, electronics, coding, you name it.   
 
Monty’s dream is to “Give the gift of walking.” 
 
Conclusion 
 
Mingling... 
 
Pictures from the meeting... 
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Welcome 
 
 About 50 folks in attendance. 
 
Club Business 
 
 Robothon.  Thank you to all who helped set up, run, display, assist, participate, etc. 
 
Events 
 
 Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas in January 
 
Technical Questions 
 

Carol - looking for Mentors for First Lego League.   Cathy suggested contacting 
http://FirstWa.org 
 
Jim - looking for BLDC controller source.  ? suggested checking online notes for 
Robotics Summit 2010.   http://www.a-m-c.com.  Advanced Motor Controls 
 
Mike - Wants to switch +5 volt logic to -5 volt logic.  Currently using CD4051. 
  

Round the room 
 
Carol - Has expanded PVC sheets to sell.  $10 for 2’ x 4’ sheet.  Brought in her 
Lynxmotion Hexapod to show.  Mike suggested http://www.professionalplastics.com as a 
source for this type of material also. 
 
Tom S. - Charging umbilical for Tesla not compatible with usual charging stations.   
Used Alibre 3D modeling program to model an adapter for his new connector.  Had 
http://metrixcreatespace.com/ laser cut a piece of plastic.  $81 for 1, $8.10 each for 10. 
 
Richard G. - Seedy bot.  Uses CD for wheels, body, etc.  Has determined that Windows 
CD’s are stronger than Mandrake Linux CD’s.  Wheel is a 4 CD sandwich.  2 inner CD’s 
slightly smaller.  O-ring tire.  
 
Terry L. - Half a box of Nuts & Volts to give away.  Get em while they’re hot! 
 
Jim W. - 3Pi robot from Pololu.  Added a Y axis Gryo chip plus X and Z accelerometers 
on an expansion board plus a blue smurf comm. chip.  Wants to add capability to do line 
maze with loops. 
 
Brian - Parts for Rep Rap to participate in Holiday Contest. See Reprap.org or 
thingiverse.com for contest details. 
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Presentation 
 
Professor Fritz Stahr of the University of Washington School of Oceanograpy  
 
Seaglider Fabrication Center - http://seaglider.washington.edu/ 
 
Autonomous underwater vehicles that phone home.   Commercial rights purchased by I-Robot. 
 
Why? 
 
o Ocean is very large,  Need resolution of ~1 day and ~10 km.  Need long term coverage of 

~100 to 1000 days and ~100 to 1000 km. 
 
o Need it to be cheaper.  Ships are expensive and cannot always go where you want to. 
 
o Have ocean models, but need verification from real time data to tune model. 
 
What do they measure?  Mostly Temperature, salinity, & pressure.  Dissolved O2, Chlorophyll-a 
and Optical Backscatter.  The latter data gives some clues about primary production – the base of 
the food web. 
 
Wants to build a distributed network of autonomous platforms.   
 
Types of data collectors:  Gliders, Floats, Tagged animals. 
 
Argo Floats.  10 Cm dia x 110 Cm tall.  Use Bouyancy control via an inflatable external bladder 
to dive or surface to call home.  On the surface for 12 hours every 10 days.  www.argo.net.  Most 
of the oceans are now covered.  Limited because they go where the currents take them.  Cost 
about $16K.  Prof. Steven Riser presented on these at the November 2009 meeting. 
 
Seaglider.   “smart, smooth, deep diving”  cost about $150K 
 
Design: Teardrop shaped cylindrical pressure hull which compresses at the same rate as 
seawater.  This covered by a freely flooded fiberglass fairing.  Fixed wigs and rudder at the rear.  
Inside Iridium phone, batteries, External Bladder to alter buoyancy.   
 
Control by Moving mass (battery) forward and back (pitch down or up) or left and right (yaw).  
Surfaces with tail (antenna) up.   
 
Specifications:  weight 52 kg – 2 man portable.  Max depth 1000 m.  length about 2 m.  30 Cm 
diameter.    
 
Conclusion 
 
Mingling... 
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Lunch 
 
Afternoon Work Session 
 
Pictures from the meeting... 
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